Or Yom Nursing Home
Enhancing the use of technology in an Istanbul based elderly
care facility.
Or Yom nursing home demonstrates the efficient use of an Elpas
RTLS (Real Time Location System) wireless nurse call solution.
At Or Yom the residents are able to issue a call for assistance

CASE SUMMARY
Location:
Istanbul, Turkey
Systems Installed:
Elpas Real Time Location System
(RTLS) Assisted Living Solution

anywhere in the facility, while the caregivers can receive the calls
even while away from the nurse’s station. The residents also feel
reassured that in case of distress they can be immediately located
anywhere on the premises.
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Introduction

Solution

Developed under the auspices of the Neve Shalom

Working with its integrator Sigmamed, the nursing

Jewish Synagogue Foundation, the Or Yom nursing

home deployed the Elpas Real Time Location System

home was opened in September 2004, under the name

(RTLS) for its 130 residents. Each resident was issued

Barinyurt.

a healthcare positioning tag that serves as an active
RFID transmitter.
The tags work in conjunction with a series of readers
installed throughout the facility. For this project,
Sigmamed took different approaches based on
whether it was working in the older or the newer
building.
Within the older building, which had walls that were
more than 2 feet, 7 inches thick, the integrator installed
infrared (IR) readers in each of the residents’ rooms.
This part of the facility offers a shared bathroom on

Challenges

each floor, so a single low-frequency (LF) reader was

The nursing home spans two buildings over 11 floors

positioned at the entrance to each bathroom.

— a newer facility in which a nurse call system could
be more easily installed and an older building that

The older building also houses a main dining hall, so

presented more of challenge when designing and

a single radio frequency (RF)reader was positioned in

installing a system because of its thick walls and room

the center of the hall so it could cover all the elderly

configurations.

residents gathered there.

For both buildings, it was important to devise a system

The new building, with more modern construction,

that would let the caregivers and nursing staff know the

allowed Sigmamed to put LF readers in individual

location of each resident and provide those residents

resident rooms, near each entrance. This way, if a

with a means to request assistance in case of an

resident issued a call for assistance, the staff could

emergency. The nursing home also wanted to put more

easily see the room from which the call is coming

technology in the hands of staff, giving them the ability

and respond, whether the person was in the en suite

to alert if they were in distress.

bathroom or in the general living space.
Within the facility’s Alzheimer’s unit, readers were
positioned so if a resident attempts to wander beyond
the confines of the floor, an alarm is sounded.
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If a caregiver needs additional help, the badge serves
as a means of sending a Code Blue just by a press of a
button on the badge.
Resident tags are monitored via computers situated

Another feature available to staff is the ability to

at three nurse’s stations. Here, nurses can monitor

monitor calls and information through an easy-to-use

distress calls from the elderly, with the system

mobile application from Elpas called Eiris Go. The app

providing positioning information. The nursing staff also

can track such activities as nurse calls, duress alerts

has the option to receive calls on a mobile phone in

and wandering residents.

case they are away from the nurse’s station.

About Sigmamed

The 20 doctors, nurses and caregivers at the

Sigmamed is the distributor of ELPAS since 2012, with

facility were outfitted with active ID badges so their

many systems installed all over Turkey. Sigmamed is

movements can be monitored as well.

offering RTLS systems to hospitals, elder care facilities,
factories, museums and hotels. Baby security products

The staff tags also serve to cancel an alarm once a

become necessary for the qualified hospitals first with

staff member responds to a request from a resident

Sigmamed in Turkey. In all of our fields of operation,

through an automatic action within the badge. The

our solution and quality focused approach and our

information transmitted from the staff tags aids in

personnel, who are fully equipped in their subjects,

tracking response times and gives the head nurse

have enabled the products that we represent to have a

information on who has responded to an event.

much larger share in the Turkish market.
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About Elpas

About Tyco Security Products

Elpas is part of the Security Products business unit

Tyco Security Products is a unified group of the

of Tyco, the world’s largest pure-play fire protection

most comprehensive world-leading premium access

and security company. Elpas is a global provider of

control, video, location-based tracking and intrusion

scalable Passive & Active RFID/RTLS Safety, Security

solutions in the security industry. Tyco Security

and Visibility Solutions designed to meet the needs

Products conducts business in over 177 countries

of Healthcare, Government, Commercial, Institutional

around the world, in multiple languages and employs

and Industrial sectors. Elpas delivers a complete

over 2,800 employees globally, including research and

line of real-time location based security solutions

development, marketing, manufacturing, sales, service

that help enhance individual safety, reduce property

and logistics teams in the Americas, Europe, the

shrinkage, streamline operational workflows, protect

Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific. Our products, built

the vulnerable, lessen negligence litigation and facilitate

by developers from all product disciplines, consistently

industry guideline compliance. Elpas currently serves

allow customers to see more, do more and save more

customers throughout the Americas, the U.K., EMEA

across multiple industries and segments including

and Asia-Pacific. For more information, visit www.

healthcare, government, transportation, finance,

elpas.com.

retail, commercial and residential. Worldwide, Tyco
Security Products helps product 42% of Fortune 500
companies, transportation systems on five continents,
37% of the world’s top 100 retailers, over two million
commercial enterprises, thousands of students in more
than 900 educational facilities, and over five million
private residences.

www.tycosecurityproducts.com
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